ROUND 3 INTERVIEW
April 3, 2022
ROB LABRITZ ( -10)
Q. Rob, looks like you're going to pick up your best finish here on PGA Tour
Champions. How's that feel?
ROB LABRITZ: It feels incredible, it feels incredible. We've been working really hard and
enjoying every part of it. Here, I'm getting choked up again. It's just, I'm just so happy to be
here, I'm so happy to be here. Yeah, it's just I'm blessed and lucky to be here. And to be
playing amongst the legends and to be paired with them and learning, it's really cool, so I'm
psyched.
Q. Can you talk us through those two eagles that you had today?
ROB LABRITZ: Yeah. I mean, I just hit two good shots into the par 5s. The first one was -- I
pulled the drive a little left and I had hybrid in there and I had 42 feet and I was just hitting a
dead-straight putt and I just drilled it. Then the second one was another driver-hybrid to
about six feet and made that. Yeah, it's cool.
Q. Does it seem like December was forever ago when you were going through
Q-School or just like yesterday? How has time moved for you since that time?
ROB LABRITZ: It's a good question. It's moved pretty -- it's just moving. I don't think it's
going fast or slow, it's just kind of there. I'm looking forward to getting out here each week,
and the weeks off I'm kind of bummed that I'm not playing. You know, I'm looking forward to
getting back to the club after this week. I've got two weeks off. We cashed a nice check,
we're going to go celebrate a little bit and, you know, hang out. My son's here, we've got
some of my friends from Florida, so we're going to have a nice dinner tonight and relax.
Q. What have you learned so far or what's been different than you thought it would be
these first few months out here?
ROB LABRITZ: I learned that my game's good enough to win out here. I know I can win out
here. We've got a bunch more events to make that happen and I'm going to get some wins
out here.
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